English translation:

Woman: The Palestinian dress … you have in Bethlehem the “angel” dress, isn’t it so? You are from Bethlehem? Do they still wear the “angel” dress?

Woman behind the camera: Yes. We are from Jerusalem, but in Bethlehem, I think, they wear it.

Woman: They wear the angel dress … but I do not think the bride [does], or do they dress the bride [in it]? She used to wear the velvet “angel” [dress], pretty, and put on her head this hat; and they dress her with silver liras [coins], the halves, the quarters … this is very pretty. But all of this … but pretty … the pretty [thing] is that you still preserve some of the traditions and the folklore … honestly. I mean, on the level of Palestinian embroidery and tradition and handicraft - - on the contrary, it is being marketed outside, in Europe. And they tried to steal it, originally … in the United States or in Europe. I see the foreigners who come to us here to the Crescent; they very much like a small piece of embroidery. I mean, it might be a wallet; it might be … they think it’s something really great. I mean, we thank God, we still … and we even develop it with
what is suitable according to the fashion, with what is suitable … I mean when you make an embroidered phonebook [cover] and you put it [make it] very neatly -- when you make a corner [throw pillow] at your house -- an arabesque, or make …. I mean, all of this is beautiful, and it is still on demand; thus, we preserve it and we try to develop it, and there is demand for it, wallah. I mean, we try now to make an exhibition here in the Crescent, also – soon, God willing, a permanent exhibition. There will be marketing, because many people come to us -- foreigners [come] to the Crescent and ask for tradition [traditional goods], and we try, even with the foreigners who come to us; even the presents that we give are those that reflect our tradition, the Palestinian. So this is a very important thing, and we have dabke\(^1\) bands, mashallah,\(^2\) and we always show it to every delegation that comes. The Palestinian dabke band, in the Palestinian dress … the light movement of the shab\(^3\) and benet\(^4\) … ah … pretty. And it reflects the Palestinian songs; it reflects the areas; it sometime reflects the political situation and the economic situation in the country, through these very songs and dabkaat. Yes, it reflects….
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\(^1\) Name of a Palestinian traditional dance.
\(^2\) “God bless,” or “what God has willed.”
\(^3\) A term used in Arabic for a young man, between youth and manhood.
\(^4\) A term used in Arabic for a young women, practically means “girl.”